Note: All colors shown are intended to show the approximate color of finish, choices, and ranges. Dry pigment colors are achieved after 2 coats of a penetrating, color enhancing, clear sealer. DO NOT use this chart as a final selection for colors. Final colors are affected by site conditions and installation procedures. SureCrete recommends making final selections from job specific samples made in the field.

Color Packs are used for white bag mixes only, including: SureStamp, SureSpray, SureTex, Micro Topping and SureBroom. This color chart is not intended for use in Ready Mix or integral color for concrete. Products in the Xtreme Series line that need XS Modifier require the use of 2 color packs per gallon of XS Modifier.

✦ This symbol indicates that these colors fall under Special Color 1, and have a higher cost when ordering in a sealer line.
▲ This symbol indicates colors available in the Eco-Accent product line.